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Sentinelle Medical's CFO Awarded 2008 Outstanding
CMA/MBA Alumnus
Toronto, Canada: November 20, 2008 – Ian Heynen, CFO, Sentinelle Medical, has been
awarded the 2008 Laurier MBA Outstanding CMA/MBA Alumnus. This award is given to a
graduate who has demonstrated extraordinary achievement in strategic and financial
management.
Judging Criteria include:
•
•
•

The size and growth of the individual’s organization
His or her proven managerial acumen in the accounting field
Demonstrated leadership, innovation and integrated organizational decisionmaking skills

Ian pursued Laurier's MBA with the Certified Management Accountant Option at Wilfred
Laurier’s Toronto campus. He graduated with an MBA in 2003, and was the Gold Medalist
recipient for the School of Business & Economics. He received his CMA designation at
about the same time.
Ian is both a licensed Professional Engineer and a CMA. He began his career in
technology development and in financial leadership in the energy and manufacturing
industries. Before joining Sentinelle, he was the Controller and National Business
Development manager for GE Healthcare Canada.
Ian is providing strategic leadership for Sentinelle’s regional expansion into the US and
Europe, product portfolio expansion and is helping deliver on triple digit revenue growth.
“It is an honour to be recognized by Laurier,” said Ian Heynen, Sentinelle’s CFO. “After
starting out my career as an engineer, the combined MBA/CMA program provided the
foundation to effectively transition into leadership roles. These tools have been critical in a
high growth environment like Sentinelle Medical”.
"We are very proud of Ian at Laurier." says Hugh Munro, Director of Wilfred Laurier's MBA
Program. "He was our gold medal winner for academic ability in the very first class of the
MBA/CMA combination degree and designation program in 2003. Ian exemplifies what it
means to be both an excellent student and a dedicated business leader. He has
transitioned successfully across industries from chemical engineering to health care to his
current position as Chief Financial Officer with Sentinelle. I couldn't think of a better
candidate for The Laurier Outstanding CMA/MBA Alumnus Award 2008."

About Sentinelle Medical Inc.
Sentinelle Medical is dedicated to improving patient care with early detection and accurate
intervention. The company researches, develops, manufactures, sells and supports
leading edge Magnetic Resonance (MR) technologies. The ground breaking Sentinelle
Vanguard Breast MR Auxiliary Table® provides excellent quality MR images, complete and
open access for intervention and award winning design that optimizes patient comfort and
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workflow. Sentinelle products are used in leading breast cancer sites throughout North
America including Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Centre, H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center and
Research Institute (University of South Florida), Scripps Memorial Hospital, Sunnybrook
Health Sciences Centre and University Health Network. Sentinelle Medical is a privately
owned Canadian company.
For more information, visit www.sentinellemedical.com
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Left to right: Dr. Hugh Munro, MBA Director, Laurier University, Ian Heynen, CFO,
Sentinelle Medical, Janet Pierce, CMA Ontario
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